THANK YOU

Annual Fund Contributors

Laureate $1000 & Above
Michael and Karen Armstrong
Thomas K. Carwin
Dorothy Koch Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher H. Jones
(in honor of Brody and Zoey)
Keith N. Browning Family Foundation
Barbara O’Hara
Jim and Jan Runkle
Jan and Steve Scheid
Cedric M. Warren
Alice K. Young

Nobel $500 - $999
Tracy Bieser
Linda and Dan Deitz
Susan Elliott and Merle Wilberding
John and Sara Grafton
Mark Harman
Terri and Ken Hemmelgarn
Nicholas and Christina Heppner
Randy and Amy Hanaker
Madeline Iseli and Robb Drumheller
(in honor of Judy Cook)
Kirk and Beverly Johnsen
The Kawai Family
Lockwood Family Foundation
Burnell and Karen Roberts
Edward L. Shank
Gloria R. Smith
Lu Ann and Steve Stanley
Marjo van Patten
Kathy Webb and Steve Zabarnick

Pulitzer $250 - $499
Cheri Adams
The Benton Family

Newbery $100 - $249
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Almoney
Martha Amonero
Sonia Arnold
Linda Barney and Janet Zak
Parker and Valerie Bedsole
Diane and John Bengson (in memory of Nancy Pinard, author and beloved friend)
Larry and Jo Bilderback
Claudia Birch
The Bisek Family
Evelyn J. Boettcher
and Aaron P. Nielsen
George and Pat Bohlen
Alisa Busche
James and Krista Coley
Annie Callaway Davis
Pat and Pam Carroll (in memory of Nicoletta Thompson)
Patty and Michael Caruso and Family
(in honor of 2020 OHS graduation
of Samuel Caruso and
2020 Miami University graduation
of Julia Caruso)
Matthew and Tara Cove
Amy and Cheryl Cleverly
Becky Cochran
Commuter Advertising, Inc.
Rob Connelly
ec Corley
Allison Cowan
Michael and Mary Crockett (in memory of C. William Hager)
The Crowe Family
Robert Curry
Anita and Harry Delaney
David and Stephanie Dickerson
Nancy Drozd (in memory of Don Drozd)
Frederick L. Dudding and Reverend
Kay A. Davis-Dudding
Empowered Mathematics, LLC
The Enseleits
Cathy Fain (in memory of
Dorothy W. Smith)
The Ferraro Family
The Fillmore family
Virginia Foell (in memory of
David Foell)
Brenda and Eric Ford
Michael and Mary Foreman
David and Suzanne Garrison (in
honor of Elizabeth Schmidt)
Nick Gerakines
Juliet and Daniel Glaser
Cathy Gordon
Jim and Judy Gothman
Elaine Gounaris and Mark Winwood
Kristi and Tarin Hale
Doug and Ellen Hammer
Don and Sandy Hartman
Thomas Held
Ruth E. Hoecker
Carol J. Holm
Cindy, Leslie, and Daniel Jacobs (in
memory of Judy Porter)
George and Sarah Jalatis
Michael and Sarah Kalilie
Philip and Alicia Kalilie
Michelle Keating
Rex Kern and Sandra Yocum
Michael and Judith Kreutzer
George and Jane Liston (in memory of
Jon D. Liston)
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Lunne
Constance M. Mahle (in memory of
David C. Mahle)
Judy D. McCormick (in memory of
Elizabeth Allen Stavnitski)
Arvin Miller and Susan Blasik-Miller
Scott and Elizabeth Mohr
Joe Moore
The Palmer Family
Frank and Janet Pauer
Judy Payne
Ty Payne (in memory of Toni Payne)
The Perez-Johnson Family
Pally Petricola
Greg and Lorraine Piligian
John and Ashley Powell
Judy and Earl Pritchard
Kathryn Randall
Challion and William Roberts (in
honor of Kara Roberts)
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Rosenzweig
William and Diane Schaff
David and Cheryl Sudich
Susan Sundermeyer
Tom and Elma Talbot
Sarah Teske (in memory of
Aden and Asher Vukcevic)
Kary Tosto and Family
Steven and Nadja Turek
Cheryl Turner (in memory of
Kathryn Turner)
Edith Verney
Sarah Losh Vrudny
Joe Waizmann
Jim and Tami Whalen
Kathy, Tom, and Paul Wittberg
Chen Ye

Caldecott $50 - $99
Michael Baker
Tim and Lucy Baker
John and Jill Basom
James Baumann
The Beecher Family
Christy Bonazzoli
Wendy Boucuvalas
Ann Carbonell and Bob Gajda
The Cezeaux Family
Mark and Catherine Conrad
Judy Cook
Nanci and Chuck Cooper
Tim and Linda Cosgrove
Dr. Carol Costa
Heidi and Tom Donnelly
Tanja Duester
Donald and Sue Dugan
Mary Anne Eichner (in memory of
Roland F. Eichner)
Michele Finch
Victoria A. Fox
2020 Donors

Mr. and Mrs. Marc J. Georgin
Matthew Gordon and Susan Wowrose
(in memory of Ann Hutchinson Gordon)
Robin Gorag (in memory of Judith Ann Porter)
Great Stories, LLC
Marlene and Wayne Grove
Gary and Judy Haines
Bruce E. and Mayumi Hall
Kristen and Wes Hamblin
Ann and Stan Herr
Karen Hochwalt
The Honaker Family
Jacqueline Housel and Howard Sizik
Deane Hussong
Jeannie Keffer
James Kester
The Kukura Family
Laurie and David Leach
The Levy Family
Paul J. Logus
Michael and Marie McManus
Gary Mitchner
Dr. Gordon K. Murphy (in memory of my dear late wife, Maureen Murphy)
Eleanor H. and Raymond L. Must
Susan Myers
Susan and Jaime Pacheco (in memory of Judith Hecht)
Steve Passarelli
Leanne Plantillas
Richard Quintus
Diane Redleaf
Robert and Donna Reece
Edward and Sumiko Sarle
Michele K. Schoen
Tom and Ellie Shulman
Roger H. Smith
Tracy and Tim Staley
Melinda and Thomas Tatham
Bruce and Julie Teeters
Lori Vavul-Raediger
Bob and Marcia Weygant
Ruth Widman
Sean Wilkinson
Frank and Debbie Williams

Patron $1 - $49

Janeen Anderson
Cathy Beers-Conrad
Jack Bergman
Sharahn Boykin
Elaine Brill
The Chesar Family (in honor of Mary Crockett)
Matthew Conrad
The Crowder Family
Mr. and Mrs. Alain Dereix
Shelli DiFrancesco and Family
Pamela Dolence
Denis Egan
Cindy Flaherty
Nancy Flinchbaugh
Debbie Goss
Jill Hamilton
The Harpers
Thomas Hinders
Steven Holloman
Audra Jackson
Healy Jackson
Hayward P. Jones
Nancy Jones
Gaylynn Jordan
Peggy Juergens
Delores Klaber
Sarah Koch
Bill LeValley (in memory of Kent LeValley)
Kathryn Luckett
Shayna McConville
Ruth B. Meadow (in memory of Brenda J. Whitney)
Joe and Suzanne Mihala
Susan Mooney
Rosalind and Kevin Murray
Camille Nichols
Bethany Pasley
Brian and Kathryn Polk
Scott E. Pritchard
Cristina Redko
Bob and Nancy Rice (in memory of John Stahl)
Barbara Richards
Pat Ries
Julia Rogers
Mindy Rosen
William Ross
Jenny Schiavone
Jim and Marty Schmidt
Walter and Karen Schnee
Elisabeth Ann Soffer
Dave and Linda Spears
Mercedes Staigers
Joanne and Roger Stephens
The Swift Family
Sonya Horton Thomas
Mark W. Thompson
Elysse Wagner
Tina Wingate

Capital Campaign Contributors

Michael and Karen Armstrong
Parker and Dr. Valerie Besole
Patty and Michael Caruso and Family
The Crowe Family
Dinis
Bob Eling and Laura Enzbrenner
Susan Elliott and Merle Wilberding
Jen and Steve Enseleit
David and Juliet Flory
Joe and Leigh Ann Fulford
Juliet and Daniel Glaser
Elaine Gounaris and Mark Winwood
James P. and Jean M. Graham
Mark Harman
Carol J. Holm
Randy and Amy Honaker
Ellen and Jeff Ireland
Kirk and Beverly Johnsen
Sarah and Michael Kaitlee
The Kawai Family
Josh and Rose Lounsbury
Bear Monita and Barbara Stonerock
The Family of Joanne G. Shank
Lu Ann and Steve Stanley
Bruce and Julie Teeters
Nancy and Tom Thickel
Steven and Nadja Turek
Elysse Wagner
Wright Brothers Family Foundation
Wright Memorial Public Library Foundation

The Wright Library Foundation extends a special thank you to those who have donated to the Making an Impact Capital Campaign as of Dec. 31, 2020. The Capital Campaign seeks to raise $1.5 million in private support for the library’s renovation. Thanks to this first wave of donations, the campaign has reached 70 percent of goal. Each pledge is a critical part of Wright Library’s Next Chapter Revitalization Project, which will transform the library’s learning and community spaces to better serve Oakwood for decades to come.